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Tariff Notice No. 1984/111-Applications for Continuation of Approval 

NOTICE is hereby given that applications have been made to the Minister of Customs for the continuation of the following concessions at 
the rates of Customs Duty shown: 

Appn. Tariff Rates of Duty Part 
Port Goods II No. Item Normal I Pref. Ref. 

DN C585 Section VI Drugs, chemicals and other substances peculiar to use as Culture Media 
or as ingredients of Culture Media, or as indicators (including standard 
chemicals) for chemical analysis or scientific investigation, and cata-

Free• Free• 99 

logued as such by the manufacturer, except blood typing of blood re-
grouping agents i 
NOTE: Importations of assortments of small quantities (i.e., in respect 
of invoiced items individually not exceeding $40 in value) of drugs, 
chemicals, and other substances admitted under this decision may be 
entered by showing their classification as tariff item 29.46.000.00D, in 
lieu of the various tariff item numbers concerned 

H.O. 26711 34.02.000 Chemcryl C-101-N, JK-EB, PKN, and EP-330 Free* Free• 15 
H.O. 26710 34.02.000 Glucam EIO, E20, PIO, P20 Free* Free• 15 
DN C619 39.01.282 Tubing, nylon film, layflat, when declared for use in sterilising instru-

ments in hospitals 
Free* Free• 99 

DN C620 39.02.391 Vacuum metallised unplasticised PVC Free* 
DN C621 39.07.599 Bobbins, reels, cops, tubes, and similar supports (excluding cones) for Free* Free* 99 

use in holding yam during storage or processing 
DN C622 41.10.000 Witan imperial bonded leather Free• Free 15 
DN C624 48.07.149 Metron resin impregnated paper, with glue line, when declared by a Free* Free* 15 

manufacturer that it will be used by him only in making signply 
DN C625 59.08.002 Dyed nylon or polyester based cloth, coated with other than PVC on Free* 

one side only 
DN C629 73.15.101 Machine knife steel high carbon and high chrome, under 153 mm in Free* Free• 99 

width 
DN C630 73.18.009 'Applifin' finned out and annealed seamless stainless steel tube Free* Free* 99 
DN C631 73.18.009 V.E.W. hollow bar, seamless Free* Free* 99 
DN CS90 73.29.009 Kuplex grade 80 chain 19 mm diameter and over, for use in making Free* Free 99 

chain slings and lifting chain 
DN C632 73.40.069 Bobbins, reels, cones and similar supports, peculiar for holding yam Free* Free* 99 

during storage or precessing in woollen or hosiery mills 
DN C633 74.03.009 Bars and rods of chrome copper Free* Free* 15 
DN C634 74.03.031 Brass wire in gauges lighter than 1.4 mm ( 17 s. w.g.) Free* 
DN C635 74.03.031 Phosphor bronze wire Free* 
DN C638 74.11.019 Gauze, cloth, grill netting, fencing, reinforcing fabric and similar Free* Free 99 

materials (including endless bands) of cooper wire 
DN C641 84.19.039 Tablet, capsule, suppository vial ampoule and similar container filling, Free* Free* 0 

sealing and/or packing machines 
DN C642 84.21.029 Wagner airless spray units, explosion proof, diaphragm type Free* Free* 10 
DN C539 84.22.009 Air operated winches, hoists or capstans excluding cable climber winches Free* Free* 10 
DN C649 84.47.009 Sicar automatic feeders, models export 4/4 Free* Free 10 
DN C644 84.59.059 floating vertical aerator Free* Free* 10 
DN C646 85.19.009 C.R.R. selector switches, series 300 Free• Free* 10 
DN C647 85.19.071 CRL series: 800 programmers and 400 Auto manual stations Free* Free* 10 
DN C648 85.25.000 66 kV and higher, brush type condensor transformer bushings Free* Free* 10 
DN C597 87.14.039 Air sprung suspensions, when declared Free* Free* 99 

(I) by a manufacturer for use by him, only in making trailers or semi-
trailers; or 
(2) by an importer that they will be sold by him, only to manufacturers 
for making trailers or semi-trailers 
APPROVED: 
Cooper air 

DN C650 90.24.011 Ranco dual and single pressure controls, peculiar to use in air condi- Free• 
tioning equipment 

DN C603 90.26.011 Rockwell high pressure positive displacement meters; Free* Free 99 
Models; 
R200 
415 
750 
1000 
1600 
3000 
5000 
10000 

DN C651 90.28.009 CRL series: Free* Free 99 
400 digital process indicators 
I 00 digital process indicators 
200 digital temperature indicators 
400 digital trip amplifier controllers 
400 three term controllers 

DN C652 92.12.019 Master video tapes, when declared by a manufacturer for use by him, Free* Free* 99 

DN C572 96.01.039 
only in making submasters for the recordin~ of video tapes 

Free* Free* Rotary wire brushes peculiar to use in making footwear 99 
*or such higher rate of 

duty as the Minister 
may in any case decide 

The identification reference to the application number indicates the office to which any objections should be made. 
H.0.-Comptroller of Customs, Private Bag, Wellington. 
ON-Collector of Customs, Dunedin. 


